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ABSTRACT: Sufficient conditions are given under which a sequence of independent random
elements taking values in a Banach space satisfy the Hsu and Robbins law of large numbers. The

complete convergence of random indexed sums of random elements is also considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Let {X,,, n _> } be a sequence of independent random elements taking values in a separable

Banach space (B, {{). Put S, Z X,. a sequence {X,, n > 1} of random elements is said to

satisfy the law of large numbers of Hsu-Robbins type if for any given > 0

Hsu nd Robbins [1] proved that the existence of the second moment of independent,
identica,lly distributed rndom vribles for which EX 0, implies the Hsu-Robbins type lw
of lrge numbers, grd6s [2] showed that the existence of the second moment of independent,
identicMly distributed rndom vribles nd the condition EX 0 is lso the necessary one for
the Hsu-Robbins type law of large numbers. Considerations concerning (1.1) for sequences nd

subsequences of independent, identically distributed rndom vribles cn be found in Ktz [a],
Bum, Ktz [4], Asmussen, Eurtz [] nd Out [fi]. The results in those cses re given under the

assumption when there exists finite moment of order r (1 < r 5 2).
Some conditions, which guarantee the convergence of (1.1) for sequences nd subsequences

in the cse nonidenticMly distributed rndom variables cn be found in Duncan, SzynM [7], Br-
toszyfiski Puri [8] and Kuczmaszevska,, Szynal [9], [10]. For instance, it has been shown in Duncan,
Szynal [7] that if a, sequence {X.. n 2 1} of independent random variables with EX 0 and
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(,’) .-( E(X,I[IX, < ,,]))’ < o
n=! ==1

tholl

n----I

The following eample shows that the assumptions (i)-(iv) hich are sucient conditions

ir (I.I) in the cse of independent random variables re not sucient if e conser sequences of

independent random elements taking values in Banach space B.
EXAMPLE. Let denote the separable Banach space

and e" denote the elenent having for its n-th coordinate and 0 in the other coordinates.
Let {{n. ’) > 1} be a sequence of independent random variables defined as follows P[{. 1]
P[{. -1] 1/2,. > 1, and define X. {.e", n >_ 1. Thus {X., n > 1} is a sequence
of independent 11 -valued random elements with symmetric distributions, such that EX. 0,

EIIXII 1, EIIXII 1, , >_ , ,d {X, _> 1} satisfies the assumptions (i)-(iv) but

II,*-l- X, ,,.- - 1, which shows that the condition Z P[llS.II _> ,,e] < o does not
t=l t=l n=l

hold for all > 0.

The aim of this note is to give sufficient conditions, which guarantee the Hsu-Robbins type
of large numbers for independent random elements taking values in Banach space B.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We need now an extension of Hoffman-Jhrgensen inequality cf. Hoffmann- Jhrgensen [11],
and Gut [6]).

LEMMA 1. Let {X,, n > 1} be a sequence of independent random elements taking
values in a real separable Bana,ch space (B, II) with a symmetric distribution. Then for every

j=l, 2,...,n and > 0

P[IIS.II _> 3Jr] < Cj P[IIX, _> ] / D(P[IIS.II _>
==1

where Cj and D are positive constants depending only on j.

(2.1)
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Moreover,

P[IIS s, _> ] _< P[m,.(llS.- S, ll, IIS. & + &ll) _> ]

_< 2P[IIS.ll _> t],

as ,9, S, and S, are independent, symmetrically distributed random elements.
Hence

P[ll,%ll -> 3] _< e[llX, _> t] + 2P[llSll _> t]. P[T i]
=l t=l

_< P[IIX, _> t] + 2P[11o%11 >_ ]-P[ max IISll _> t]
l_<s<,

< P[IIX, > t] + 4(P[IIS.II > t]) 2.
t"-I

By the induction principle, we get

P[llS.II _> 3J+’t] P[IIs.II _> 3.

_< e[ilX, >_ 3,t] + 4(P[llS.II >_ 3t])

_< P[llX, >_ t] + 4(c P[llX, >_ t] + D. pV[llS.II >_ t])
t=l t=l

_< c,/ e[llx, _> ] + D+I(P[IIS,II _> t])

Moreover, we shall use the following lemmas.
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I/’:(11.,, I-)-/’:( I,g’,,ll --I)l _< II.vll +/cllxll.

I,I’;I.IA 3. l,obve [13] For every > 0

P[llX- ,,,, d .vii

_
]

_
2. P[llX’ll d.

whew .V is a svmel rized version of X.
I wlal follows we shall use tho slrong law of larg nund)ers for a sequence of independ(ut,

ideticllv disl.ril)ut(’d randon elemeis {X,,, 1} in a separable Banach space given in Taylor

[4].
TIIEOREM. l,et {X,. n be a sequence of indel)endent identically distributed B-valued

random Elcm,,t re,d, that EllX, < .

3. RESIrLTS

THEOREM 1. Let {Xn, _> 1)e a sequence of independent, symlnetrically distributed,
B-valued random elenents. Suppose that {n, /," _> 1} is a strictly increasing sequence of positive

integers. If for some positive integer and any given > 0

() P[IIX, _> ,,e/31 < ,
k=l t=l

(ii) E(,,.4 E EIIX, III[IIX, < ,,e])’ < ,
k=l ==1

then

iff

k=l m=2 t=l

I1%/,,11 0 in probability as k c:x. (3.1)

PROOF. It is enough to show that under the conditions (i)-(iv) IIS,,,./-,ll 0 in proba-

bility as k
=1

Put "’= ,_. ., m,d },, E(II’ II1,) E(II,S._III, 1)where
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]IllOrt"ove

(P[IIS,,,II > ,,</3])
k--!

nk

Note that

(PIIIIS’.,II- llS’.,lll _> ",1])’ Y(P[(-
k=l k=l ,=I

nk f-I

-< ZCP[Z Y:<,, > ",(-/3)/1 + P[Z lr,<,,.,, Z Y’<,’ > ’q(/3’)/41),’-
k=l i=l m-’2 I=l

Now putting Z.,,, Ir,,,- E},,, and using the inequality (2.2) we get for ’= (/3’)/2

".(P[I z,.,,<,,I > ,,<e’])" 5 (e’)-"+’ Y’(,q"EI
k=l l=l k=l l=l

b=l l=l =1 =1

< (e’)-’+’ 2’"’ -(,,’ - EIIX/II’)" < .
k=l i=l

Moreover, we see that (ii) and (iii) imply

n[ EY,, 5 an[ EIIX:II o(1)

implies

(. llX:ll) 0 a
i=1

Now we see that {y,,,, Id,,,, 2 < < n} and {k;,,,, <_ _< n} are martingale
3"-1

differences for fixed n. Therefore
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nk

>_
k=l m=2 =1

k=l m=2 =1

n

k=l m=2 =1

=+’ (’)-’+’ {. E(IIXII + EIIXII) E(IIXflI + EIIXflI)t’
k= m=2

A {,’ ellX;ll EIIX211/ < ,
k=l m=2 =1

where A is a positive constant depending only on and s.

Thus we have proved that

Y(e[lllS’.,ll- 11s’.,lll >_ ,,/a])’ <
k-I

(3.2)

which i,nplies that

EP[lllS.,ll- IIS.,lll > ,=1 0 s }-

Moreover, we state that (3.1) and (i)i,nply

(3.3)

or

< P[IIS.,II > 1 + P[IIX, > -l 0 oo

P[IIS.II > ,1 o a }

Hence by (3.3) and (3.4) we get

(3.4)

which together with (3.2) gives

Taking into account that

-’(P[IIS’,,,,II > n/3’l)’ < oo.
k=l

(P[II&,II > -/3’1)’
k=l

< 2’-’{( P[IIX, > /3])’ + -(P[IIS’.,II > /3’1)v
k=l t=l k=l

and using (i) we complete the proof of Theorem 1.

COROLLARY 1. Let {X,, n > be a sequence of independent, symmetrically distributed,
B-valued random elements. Suppose that {nk, k > 1} is a strictly increasing sequence of positive

integers. If for some positive integer and any given e > 0
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(’)

hll

iff
k-1

I1.%/,,,-II o in probability as k .
Now we consider the Hsu and Robbins law of large numbers for subsequences of independent,

nonsymmetrically distributed random elements taking vahles in a real separable Banach space.
THEOREM 2. Let {X,, n > 1} be a sequence of independent, B-valued random elements.

Suppose that {n, k _> is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. If for some positive
integer and any given . > 0

(I) PIIIA’,II _> n/(2.3’)] < ,
k=l =1

(II) Z(,,4 Z EIIX, III[IIX, < 2,e])’ < ,
k=l i=l

(III)

then

iff

IIS./-ll o in probability as k .
PROOF. Assume that {X,, n > 1} is a sequence of symmetrically distributed random

elements. Then by Theorem we conclude that conditions (I) -(III) are sufficient for the Hsu and
Robbins law of large numbers, i.e.

k=l

To remove the symmetry assumption we argue as follows. Let {X, n _> be a sequence
of the symmetrized version of X, i.e. X, X X,, k > 1, where X and X are independent and
have the same distribution. Then by (I) we get for e’ e/3

k=l t=l k=l =1
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since

(,, EIIX, ll/[llX, < 2.,s]) ,,;’ EtlX, II’I[IIX, <
t=| t=l

+ 2,,; EIIX.,,II/[IIX,,,II < 2,,1 EIIX, II/[IIX, < 2,,d.
m=2 t=l

Therefore by (I), (III) and (3.5) we obtain

)tk

-(,; ’ EIIX:’II -’ EIIX:’II)v
k=l m=2 t=l

+ P[IIX, > ,,]} < oo,
k=l

where C is a positive constant, depending only on and e.

Hence by Theorem we obtain

e[llS,:,,ll _> ,,] < oo.
k=l

Taking into account the symmetrization inequality (2.3)
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=1

But the assU,nl)tion P[II.’.,II > ..] 0 a t.

whicl togeiher vi(h

gi ves

k=l

C,OROLLARY 2. Let {X,, n _> 1} be a sequence of independent, B-valued random (’le-

ments. Suppose that {nk, k _> 1} is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. If for solne

positive integer and any given e > 0

(#’) P[IIX, > ,,,/(2.3-’)1 <
k=l =1

(II’) E(n[ EIIX, III[IIX, < 2,1)’’ < ,
k:l I:l

then

P[IIS,,,,II > ,,] < o

iff

IIS./-ll o in probability as k

COROLLARY 3. Let {X,, n _> 1} be a sequence of independent, B-valued random ele-
ments. Suppose that {nt,, k >_ 1} is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. If for some

positive integer and any given e > 0

(I") P[IIX, _> re,e/(2.3-’)] < o,:,,
k=l l=l

(II’) E(n EIIX, II’I[IIX, < 2-,e])’ < <:,0,

k=l

(III") E(nE EIIX, IIS[IIX, < 2n#,:]):’+’ < oo,
k=l t=l

then
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iff

IIS,,/,,t.II 0 i,, prol)ability as k

So(, results (ocering the in(lel)edent identically distril)uted randon elements can I)e

ol)laine(! as corollaries of l’heorem 2.
(’OROI,LAR’" 4. Let {.I(,, n >_ 1} be a sequmce of indel)endent, identically distributed

B-valued raw,dora elenefls. Sal)l)OSC that {n, /," _> is a strictly increasing sequence of positive

integers. If for sone i)osiliw, integer and any give s > 0

(I*)

(11.)

(Ill,)

then

y(,,;’EllX, ll/[llX, < 2,e])’+’ <

iff

II&,/,ll 0 i,, probability as k oo.

COROLLARY 5. (Theorem of Hsu and Robbins for random elements taking values in
Banach space) If {X,,, n _> is a sequence of independent, identically distributed B-valued random
elements with EX, 0 and EIIX, < oo, then

P[II&,,II _> ,=,1 < .
k=l

PROOF. It is easy to see the that conditions (I*) (III*) from Corollary 4 are satisfied by
the assumptions EX 0 and E[]X < oo. Moreover, by the strong law of large numbers for a

sequence {X,, n _> of independent, identically distributed random elements we conclude that

II&/,,ll 0 in probability as n

COROLLARY 6. Let {X,,, n > 1} be a sequence of independent, identically distributed
B-valued random elements with EXa 0 and let {n, k >_ 1} be a strictly increasing sequence of
positive integers. Suppose that for some r, < r <_ ’2,

.r-M(O(x)) oc.sx oo, (3.6)
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[-]
wh,. ,,(.)= ,,.{,- ,, _< .,.}, .,. > 0, ,(0)= 0, M(.,.) ,,., .. > 0.

k--1
If

then

(3.7)

k=l

PROOF. The assu,,ption (:3.7)inplies that EM(,(IIXII) < which with (3.6) gives

EIIX, I1’ < fo,-ome ,’, < _< 2.

Nov it is easy to show that there exists some positive integer j, for which

k=l k=l

c. ,’-")’(EIIXII)’ < .
k=l

and

-’(,,’ EIIX, II[IIX, < 2ne])’+’ <_ -(,;’EIIX, II(2,,)-)
k--1 k-1

<_ C’ n’-’)"(EIIX, ll") ’+’ <
k=l

Similary, as in the proof of Corollary 5, by the strong law of large numbers for a sequence

{X,, n _> of independent, identically distributed random elements we conclude that

IIS./,ll 0 in probability as k .
REMARK. Note that the WLLN is implied by the additional conditions: EX,,, 0 and B

is of the type 2 since

P[IIS,,,II _> ,,,e] _< PIll&,, E&,, _> n]

PillS’., ES’.II n] + e[llX, n,/(2.3’)]

k

e-Zn EIIXII + P[IX, na/(2.3)] o(1).
i=1

Now we are going to present some results on complete convergence for randomly indexed

partial sums of independent, non-identically distributed random elements.

THEOREM 3. Let {X., n be a sequence of independent, B-valued random elements
and {T., n 1} be positive integer valued random variables. Let {a, n 1} be strictly increing
positive integers and {., n 1} be positive constants such that

lira supnn fl < and

e[l./,- NI .l < , (3.S)
n=l

where N is a positive random variables such that for some A, B, where

P[ < < Z] 1.
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(.)

(b)

if for .,,oo io.ilix’o ilogor al for ay gix’o > 0

P[llX, > ,,.(A-/)/(2.3,)] < ,

L=I =1

EIIX, II’/[IIX, < 2a,(A ,3)])v <

(c)

then

k=l m-2

EIIX,,,II/[IIX,,,II < 23,(A-3)] E EIIX’III[IIX, < 2a’(A-fl)l)V < oo,
t=l

P[llSr,,ll > n] < oo (3.9)
k=l

IISI,,,(+,))/["-(B +/)]11 o in probability as k co.

PROOF. Note that,

e[ll x, _>

< P[ll x, _> T,,, IT/,,- NI <
=1

_< P[ max IIS, _> a,e(A -/3)] + P[IT,/a,, N > fl,] (3.10)
an(A-B,,)<3<a,,(B+/3,,)

Now assuming that X,, n _> l, are symmetrically distributed random elements we get by the Lvy’s
inequality

P[ max IIS, >

< 2P[II x, > a,,e(a-/3)].

But under the assumptions of Theorem 3 one can verify after using Theorem with n [ak(B+fl)]
that

b(B+)]

PIll ’ x, >_ a:e(A- fl)] < oo.
k=l =1

This bound and the assumption (3.8) together with (3.10) imply (3.9) for symmetrically distributed
random elements.

To remove the symmetry assumption we proceed similar as it has been done in the proof
of Theorem 2.

n-’l

Now we note that

PIll x, > T.]
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_</’[ .x
,,,,( .-,,,)< < (H+,,,)

’[11.\,11 _> ,,ts(..t- .)] + P[IT,,/,,,- .Vl _> A]

Bt I)y the l,olmogoov’s ine,lualitv

P[ nlax
o,,(A-3,,)<.<,,, (+3,,)

< (s(A- ))-a

Takig ilo ac(’ount tha!

[,,(+,,)]

(/n

x./[llX.II < ...(A .)]11 >_ ...(A fl)]

(B+,,,)]

EIIX, II’/[IIX, < ..(.4-/)].

EIIX, II/[IIX, < a,,c(A-/3)] 0 as ,, o

(cf. the proof of Theorem 1), (3.8) and assunption (a) we have

Therefore, (3.11) and (3.12) imply that,

(3.12)

I1,-d(Sr./T,,)II 0 s ,,

and cotnplete the proof of the Theoren 3.

Note that Theorem 3 generalizes the results presented by Adler [15].
The following corollary is an extension of Adler’s result to independent non-identically

distributed B-valued random elements.

COROLLARY 7. Let {X,, n >_ be a sequence of independent, B-valued random elements
and {T., n > be positive integer valued random variables. Suppose that {a., n > is a strictly
increasing sequence of positive integers and {/3,,, n > 1} is a sequence of positive constants such
that a. e as n oe, hm sup.-oofl. fl < and

P[IT.la.- 11 > ,,] <

If for some positive integer and for any given e > 0 the assumptions (a)-(c) are satisfied

then

Y P[IIS,II _> 1 < oo
k=l

IlSt,,,,(,+,,,)]/[,(1 +/)]11 o in probability as k oo.

The next corollary is an extension of one of the results given in Adler [15] to the case of
i.i.d. B-valued random elements.
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COIOLI,ARY 8. l.et {X,,, n > 1} be a sequence of independent identically distributed
B-value(i randoln elements witl EX 0 and {T, n 1} be a sequence of positive integer-
val(’d race(loin variables. Suppose tlat {a,. n 1} is a strictly increasing sequence of positive
ilegers and {/,,. n 1} is a sequence of positive constants such that a, as n ,
/m .up , fl < a(I

P[IT,,/ 1 ,] < .
n=l

Sul)l)OSC that for some r, < r ’2, x-’hI(,(x)) as x ,
[.]

k=l

k=l
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